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MONDAY 2 FEBRUARY 2004 

________________ 

Present 

Bowness, L (Chairman) 
Lea of Crondall, L 
Maclennan of Rogart, L 
Northover, B 
Powell of Bayswater, L 
Tomlinson, L 
________________ 

Witness: Mr Dieter Frisch, Transparency International, former Director General for 

Development examined. 

Q149  Chairman: May I welcome Mr Frisch to this meeting of the evidence session.  I am 

sure you have seen that we are, as the EU Foreign Affairs, Defence and Development Policy 

Sub-Committee of the EU Select Committee of the House of Lords, carrying out an inquiry 

into European Union development aid and assistance.  We are looking for evidence on a 

number of issues: evaluating the reform of the EU development assistance, which I think that 

you do not want particularly to speak to us about but, looking ahead to development and 

foreign policy, thoughts on the Constitutional Treaty, the provisions there and where 

development aid will be if that is enacted; the effects of enlargement; the future of the ACP 

grouping; and the European Development Fund and possible budgetisation.  We are very 

grateful indeed that you have come to give evidence to us this afternoon.  We have all seen 

the paper which you kindly let our clerk have, covering the areas that you would like to talk to 

us about.  Perhaps, in the first place, I could ask you if you would like to say something in 

opening to us, before members of the Committee question you on those areas. 

Mr Frisch: Thank you, My Lord Chairman.  I think that it is the second time in my life that I 

am before a Select Committee of the British Parliament.  You know that I am no longer in 

active service but I am still close – living in Brussels and having a lot of contacts – to 
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development policy, which I was dealing with for many years.  I have spent almost my whole 

professional life in the European Commission, in different services, but mainly, for 24 years, 

on different aspects of development co-operation – which is really the field with which I am 

familiar and, by the way, where my heart is.  During the last 11 years of my service I was 

Director General of DG Development, which at that time was a large department.  In the 

meantime, things have changed a lot in the Commission in terms of structures.  I would like to 

talk to you as a former Director General.  I am also a special adviser to the European 

Commission.  However, my freedom of speech is greater if I just speak as a former Director 

General.  I am a loyal former civil servant, but I prefer to make that qualification.  Secondly, I 

am not here mainly to speak about Transparency International, as I saw in the programme.  

That is my civil society hat.  Since leaving the Commission a little over 10 years ago, I have 

been one of the founders of that NGO, which deals with corruption – in particular, trans-

border corruption.  However, it is not specifically the subject of your inquiry, unless you find, 

by means of the bridge of good governance, the way through to the fight against corruption – 

things which are very close to each other.  I think that you could consider me still as a kind of 

insider in the Commission.  When I talk to people or lecture, as I do, I normally speak as a 

practitioner.  I have not become an academic; that is not in my make-up.  If I have said, and 

you have picked up, that I would not like to focus too much on the recent reforms in the 

Commission, it is just for reasons of tact.  When one has left 10 years ago, it is very delicate 

to make a judgment about the reforms which have come about.  Either it is not fair to the 

successors, or they might feel that they have not been very fair to their predecessors.  

However, if you want to talk about the structures of the Commission, I have precise opinions 

which I am happy to give.  On the other hand, I would rather be questioned on the wider 

range of things which are on your list, preferably in the second and third part of it than the 
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first.  I am open, however.  If something really bothers me, I will say so, but I normally speak 

frankly. 

Q150  Chairman: Perhaps we may start with the suggestion you have made.  You have said 

that you would like to comment about the Commission’s organisational structure.  Certainly 

that is something which is discussed.  Can I invite you to comment on that in the context of 

development aid? 

Mr Frisch: Yes, I am ready to say a few words on that.  First of all, you will find in the 

Commission’s structures – I do not know how familiar you are with this – a new, large 

department which they call AidCo – EuropeAid Co-operation Office – which is the 

implementation department for all external aid.  This new structure makes a lot of sense 

because before, in my time in the Commission, there were too many separate lines of action in 

the different geographic areas.  It was high time that, mainly in the field of procedures, 

contracting, tendering, and also in the substantive approach, there should be something more 

coherent.  AidCo was certainly a good invention.  It was a welcome development from my 

point of view.  The three problems which I still see are as follows.  First of all, I would 

consider that there is an unhealthy geographic split between two parts of the developing 

world.  You have the DG Development.  There you have a geographic responsibility for the 

Lomé-Cotonou countries and South Africa; then you have, strangely, in the Relex DG, the 

foreign relations department, the similar geographic responsibility for Mediterranean, Latin 

American, Asian, and indeed some Eastern countries which are not accession countries.  In 

DG Development, upstream of the geographic services, you have a policy directorate; but this 

policy directorate, which should logically have an influence on the policy in all geographic 

areas, de facto has its influence almost exclusively on the Lomé-Cotonou countries, because 

the colleagues in DG Relex would find that, “These are people who deal with Africa and the 

policy they make is for them, not for us”.  In my view, therefore, there is a lack of a consistent 
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policy framework because of this geographic split.  The reason why they are split is explained 

by history.  It is because, in 1985 when Delors formed his first Commission, he had foreseen, 

as before, two Commissioners – one for foreign relations and one for development co-

operation.  At the last moment, the second French Commissioner who came in was Claude 

Cheysson.  He had, years before, been our Commissioner; then he was Foreign Minister and 

then, unexpectedly, he came back.  He came back as a Commissioner and insisted, contrary to 

what Delors had asked of him – he had wanted him to deal with industrial policy or 

something in relation to the Internal Market – on having something in relation to external 

competencies.  They therefore created a third portfolio.  From that time, the split emerged and 

is now consolidated, so that you have two geographic areas, which normally would belong 

together with one common upstream development policy department.  The second point I 

would mention is the cut-off point between those who, in their regional framework, do the 

programming exercise.  The allocation of the funds and the programming, country by country, 

is with DG Development for the ACP countries and with the DG Relex for the other areas.  

They are responsible for the establishment of the multi-annual indicative programme for each 

country.  That is the cut-off point.  Then they hand over to AidCo, but AidCo has the 

responsibility of identification of the projects and programmes they finance.  In practice, that 

creates problems.  Normally, somebody who carries out ambitious programming knows at the 

end of this exercise what he wants to be done in terms of projects and programmes.  If you 

say that he must stop there and that somebody else should take over and be responsible for the 

identification then, unless the personal relations are very good, this creates a structural 

problem.  It would be better to be responsible for the programming up to the financing 

decision.  Then you know what you have to do, and then you can hand over for 

implementation.  My third point – which will probably be linked to the discussion you will 

have about the relationship between foreign policy and development policy – is the closeness 
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of the development policy elements which are in DG Relex to the foreign policy aspects of 

DG Relex.  I personally consider that – for the future structures – you should have a foreign 

relations directorate general that is comparable to a foreign affairs ministry, and it should not 

be burdened with financial matters.  These should be grouped together in a separate structure.  

It would be different if they were grouped together.  These are the structural remarks I would 

have on the present Commission’s organisation. 

Lord Tomlinson: I sometimes find myself confused about the objectives of development aid 

in the European Union.  Wearing your hat at Transparency International and the link with 

good governance that you referred to, how far do you think some of the programmes that are 

financed from European Union development aid, and I will give you just three – aid to the 

Palestinian Authority, where about 52 per cent of the flanking measures in the peace process 

come from the European Union budget, or the one that you mentioned, the global 

Mediterranean policy or, more recently, the change in priorities between aid to Latin America 

and aid to south Asia – represent development policies and how far are they a reflection of a 

political agenda?  And is the political agenda necessarily leading the aid to be efficiently and 

effectively spent? 

Q151  Lord Powell of Bayswater: Could I just add to that, because mine is very much a 

linked question, having heard what Dieter has said?  It is pretty obvious to a logical mind that 

the division should be between a DG Development doing developing countries, and a Relex 

doing middle-income countries and focusing on foreign policy.  What are the actual 

obstacles?  Is it a desire on the part of some Member States to protect at all costs the 

privileged position of the ACP by keeping them in a sort of separate corral, not polluted by 

Indians, Bangladeshis and other demands on the aid budget? Or are there other reasons 

historically why this split has been this way?  It is not at all logical to have developing 

countries strewn across two areas of the Commission.  They ought all to be together in one. 
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Mr Frisch: Beginning with the last remark, I do not see a political objective in that 

separation.  It was an administrative accident in the history of the European Commission.  If 

that third Commissioner had not appeared at a certain moment, no one had seen any reason 

for splitting.  Before 1985, my department was responsible for aid to Asia and Latin America.  

Mediterranean countries were always a bit contested.  Do they turn towards the North or 

towards the South?  But for some years I was responsible for the Mediterranean countries too.  

It was a consistent package.  In my younger years I was responsible for the policy division.  

That division was relatively strong and it covered the whole.  All the papers on Asia, Latin 

America, et cetera – the first ideas – came out of the same team.  Now that the split exists, it 

will be very difficult to change because everyone has become accustomed to living with it.  It 

is also true that the Commission has very limited power to do foreign policy – because the 

power is on the side of the Council.  It is much more on Solana’s side than on the 

Commission’s side.  So ask Chris Patten and his colleagues whether they want to abandon the 

advantage which for them is to have some of the foreign aid in their own department.  That 

brings me to Lord Tomlinson’s question.  There is, of course, a permanent risk, and the risk is 

increasing, of turning development assistance into a tool of foreign policy – the Common 

Foreign and Security Policy.  Historically speaking, we did not have that problem.  Somewhat 

contrary to what you say in your document, we were not political because we had no 

competence for foreign policy until the Maastricht Treaty.  Some co-ordination existed 

before, but in fact only since 1993 did we have a treaty which had as an ambition a common 

foreign policy.  Before that, in our own texts and presentations, we always called it the period 

of political neutrality – whatever that means.  What we did in Menghistu’s Ethiopia was not 

very un-political, but at least we could do it because we had no foreign policy ambitions.  

Since the Maastricht Treaty and since the world has changed, these political matters at the 

European level – foreign policy matters – come much more to the fore.  They have developed 
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a dynamic which I did not expect.  I expected that, given the anteriority of development co-

operation and trade policy in the European set-up, it would take a very long time to get on our 

feet in terms of foreign policy.  But that is not true.  Retrospectively, in the last 10 years the 

dynamics are with the foreign policy.  I would say that, in terms of motivation, there is an 

essoufflement, some calming down, in the field of development co-operation, and there is a 

tendency to draw development aid into politics.  Last week, the Foreign Affairs Council – 

there is no longer a Development Ministers’ Council because two years ago it was merged 

with the Foreign Affairs Council – had its annual debate on foreign aid, effectiveness, 

priorities, et cetera.  It is now in the hands of the foreign ministers.  From my point of view as 

a development policy man, it would be better to say clearly that certain things must be done – 

and I accept that they must be done – for political reasons.  That the Palestinian Authority 

must be supported is a political decision.  I do not challenge it, but it is purely political.  That 

we have to go into Afghanistan, around Afghanistan, to Iraq, are political decisions.  

Although, coming from me, it may sound strange, I would personally prefer that in the 

Community budget where you have a special line for a Common Foreign Security Policy – 

but which has just 50 million or so – a substantive amount be allocated, to make it a line to be 

used for political, foreign aid operations and, in that way, avoid the field of development aid 

proper being protected against that.  So the reply would be, yes, there are a certain number of 

operations which are going to certain countries for political reasons, also for economic 

reasons.  If you put a new accent on south-east Asia, it may be for political, but certainly for 

economic reasons.  But who goes to Africa for political or for economic reasons?  So you 

must have a development policy motivation to deal with the really poor countries.  It is a 

mixture, therefore, and I would be in favour of a better separation of these two objectives.1 

                                                 
1 My plea for a better distinction between foreign policy and development cooperation objectives does of course 
not mean that I would ask for full autonomy of development cooperation.  There must indeed be coherence 
between the differenct dimensions of foreign relations: foreign policy proper, security, trade, development 
cooperation, humanitarian assistance.  But coherence does not mean that certain elements (development 
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Q152  Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Continuing on some of these themes, Mr Frisch, 

I wonder if you could exemplify how good governance issues impact upon the distribution of 

aid in the developing countries, and whether the greater problem is that corruption interrupts 

the aid programmes, or that it is necessary to use aid as an instrument to draw better 

government out of democratically backward countries.  The final question, which is related, is 

how do you measure these things and, instrumentally, how do you go about building in an 

anti-corruption or good governance arm into the work that is done? 

Mr Frisch: Thank you for this question.  It brings me a little to my activities in the civil 

society area.  I will leave a paper with the secretariat, which I have written on good 

governance and the fight against corruption.  The first thing, if one talks about good 

governance, is to decide upon a clear definition of it.  You have the broad definition, which 

the UNDP and such organisations use.  It is an overarching concept which covers everything, 

but which is not very operational.  You will find an operational definition in the Cotonou 

Agreement.  That is the only text which the European Union has negotiated with Third 

Countries, where you find the good governance concept clearly and operationally defined.  I 

will not include all of the adjectives set out there, but it is defined as “the transparent and 

accountable management of all resources” – not “all affairs” – “of a country for its economic 

and social sustainable development”.  So the focus, if you want an operational concept of 

good governance, is that you should adopt this one – which is the transparent management of 

all resources of a country.  The other definition is the management of the affairs of a country.  

I do not know how one tackles this wide concept.  If it is concentrated on the management of 

resources, you are very close to the problem of corruption.  Indeed, Article 9 of Cotonou 

makes the link directly.  Having given the definition, it says, “Only serious cases of 

corruption can be considered as a violation of this principle”.  That is very interesting, though 
                                                                                                                                                         
cooperation or trade) should become tools for others (foreign and security policy).  In my understanding 
coherence has to secure that the differenct policy elements should complement each other and be mutually 
reinforcing.  
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it is perhaps narrowing it down too much.  I gave advice to the Commission on the definition 

of good governance, but I did not expect them, in the negotiations, to link it directly to 

corruption.  It was to reassure the ACP countries that one would not use this clause for any 

purpose, and the ACPs were happy to see that only serious cases of corruption could be 

considered as a violation of that principle.  I consider that the fight against corruption is one 

of the concrete things you can do if you want to prove that you are someone who can claim 

good governance.  It is true that, even if you narrow it down to the sound and transparent 

management of resources, it is still difficult to say how you measure that.  I have listed a few 

possible approaches in the paper I will give you.  Then I put on my Transparency 

International hat and say that there is certainly one way in which you can check whether 

governance is good or bad: to see whether there is a real determination by that government to 

tackle the problem of corruption.  There is a checklist where you can ask, “Have they done 

this or that?” – 10 or 12 points where you can check whether there is a serious attempt by this 

government to counter corruption.  If they are seriously tackling corruption, then you can 

deduce from that that they have a serious concern to manage scarce resources carefully and 

accountably.  That is then very close to good governance, but approaching it from a relatively 

narrow angle.  Colleagues from DG Development tell me that in many of the programmes, 

they have put good governance as one of the main things to be supported.  You cannot put 

large amounts into good governance.  If you look for points of application, however, it is 

certainly in the area of the fight against corruption, the rules for procurement, and these kinds 

of things – which are more technical assistance matters rather than investment.  I consider that 

one should give a very high weighting to this aspect in the allocation of resources.  The first 

step, however, is to find a way of measuring good governance.  You can use the index which 

our NGO publishes once a year – the corruption perception index, as we call it – where, to the 

best of our knowledge, we try to classify countries.  This year we listed 133 countries, 
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classified by giving the “cleanest” 10 points and the worst zero points.  This index is 

frequently used.  People put the question, “What is good governance?”  Then they come to 

performance and ask, “What is performance?”.  Then you jump too easily to the quantitative 

aspects – although that is another question – and say, “The country which absorbs the most 

money is the best performer”.  That leaves me rather unsatisfied. 

Q153  Lord Maclennan of Rogart: Transparency in the use of resources could exclude 

entirely other considerations of good governance; for example, single-party states or a denial 

of human rights, or those sorts of issues.  They are not taken into the consideration at all, are 

they? 

Mr Frisch: In the conventions or agreements the European Union has concluded, and is 

concluding – I recently saw the ones which had just been concluded with Latin America, 

Central America, and the Andean countries – you will see that you have the good governance 

concept alongside the human rights, the democratic principles, the rule of law.  These are 

deliberately put alongside each other.  As it is defined in the Cotonou Agreement, you do not, 

under good governance, have to check whether human rights are observed or violated: you 

have it as an element on its own.  In the present text, it even has a higher rank than good 

governance.  In the Cotonou Agreement you have human rights, democratic principles and the 

rule of law as what the lawyers call “essential elements”.  In international law, “essential 

elements” mean that, if there is a violation of such an element, the other party is allowed to 

take appropriate measures, that is to say, as a last resort to take sanctions.  In the Cotonou 

Agreement, good governance is classified as a “fundamental element”.  They just wanted to 

change the language.  For a linguist, “fundamental” is not so different from “essential”, but it 

is different for the lawyers.  You check these things in parallel.  It is relevant when you have 

to take decisions on aid allocation.  Aid allocation, at least since the Cotonou text, is clearly 

based on criteria of need – that is not new, it is a classical criterion – and performance.  
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Performance is new in the text, as a criterion for aid allocation.  The problem is what kind of 

performance you mean.  You can have development performance; you can have political 

performance – and that could involve looking at democratic principles and at least certain 

kinds of political and civil human rights – and the economic elements, which are more in the 

development area.  Then you can see the quantitative and the qualitative.  There is then the 

risk which I mentioned earlier – that you switch into the quantitative elements, because they 

are easier to capture than the qualitative elements. 

Q154  Lord Lea of Crondall: As an aside, our own Committee is now embracing foreign, 

security and overseas development under one umbrella.  This is a function of the committee 

structure within the European Union Select Committee of the House of Lords.  In the light of 

the discussion so far, one could say that, whether or not you are in Africa or Asia, there is a 

growing awareness that, in a crisis, vast sums are spent on the military side, dwarfing what we 

spend on aid.  That is one reason for making the connection.  From memory, in the west 

Balkans, through the countries in the EU, we spend five billion a year on the military and one 

billion a year on aid.  That disparity being lessened of course depends on enough military 

being there to secure peace for development.  That is true in many parts of the world.  How 

would you characterise the new thinking about the relationship with the recipient countries?  

Are they getting contradictory philosophies coming at them, which give them cause to play 

one off against the other or cause confusion?  Does the EU or a single country come at them 

with slightly different requirements?  I see in your list of points something like Country 

Strategy Papers.  Presumably there can be only one world interface with these countries.  You 

cannot have different people asking them to do different Country Strategy Papers.  Would you 

say that we are talking about integration even wider than the EU in the interface with these 

countries?  Would that help to lessen the arguments about neo-colonialism, interfering in their 

affairs and in their getting more ownership? 
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Mr Frisch: You are certainly right that one should avoid what in my days was called 

conflicting policy advice.  As a donor community, you should normally have an approach 

which is as coherent and consistent as possible.  The only one thing about which one must be 

careful is the argument that we had in my earlier years – that the other side says, “This is a 

ganging-up of the donors”.  If you all come with a common, pre-co-ordinated position, then 

they feel that they are steamrollered.  They must play a role in this co-ordination process, 

therefore.  However, it is certainly to be hoped that to start with, within the European Union, 

one acts as consistently as possible.  The Country Strategy Papers are a very good new 

initiative.  It is a part of the reform process.  That someone, before we allocate money, has a 

vision of the situation, and has a strategic view on what should be done in the longer term, is a 

good thing.  What I regret is that these Country Strategy Papers are not the framework for the 

programming activities of the member countries.  It is a paper which is discussed in detail 

between the Commission and the member countries.  Then, once it is established, it is the 

strategy document for the Commission.  I saw the text once and I was a bit shocked.  The text 

is something like, “Member countries in their own policies will be…” – and the word 

“informed” is used.  So it is a very loose reference.  There is no obligation, or even a push, for 

them to take this framework as a common framework.  My suggestion would always have 

been that, as we have programmes at different levels and as there should be no tendency to 

centralise more at the European level, if we continue to have many programmes – as is the 

case – at the European level, the member countries’ level and, in some countries like 

Germany, even at the Länder level, we should have the ambition to create a common 

framework, a Country Strategy Paper, discussed with input from all the member countries and 

the Commission.  That should then be accepted as a common framework for everybody.  

Everybody must not do everything under this framework.  On the contrary, if you have a 

common framework, then you can have a certain division of labour.  You cannot have that if 
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you just have loose co-ordination.  If you have a common strategy then, for example, if there 

is something to be done in the field of peacekeeping – and a Country Strategy Paper must 

comprise such things – then some of our member countries are probably better placed to do 

that than to ask it of the Commission.  It is rather an ideal view, but with a common 

framework a coherent division of labour could be achieved so that everybody would have a 

certain role to play.  As you have mentioned it, let me add one more point.  In this context, 

there has been a tendency in the European Union – which comes out in Solana’s statements 

and also in Commission statements recently – expressed in the sentence, “Peace is a 

precondition for development”.  I accept that.  However, if you draw the conclusion from that 

that you can direct development assistance as much as you want into peacekeeping and peace 

enforcement, then, if you take it to the extreme, there will be less and less for the longer-term 

development, and you will invest more and more money in peacekeeping and peace 

enforcement.  For the first time, the Commission decided in December, under what they call a 

“peace facility”, to draw from the European Development Fund of 250 million, to be allocated 

to the African Union for peacekeeping exercises – which are then to be decided case by case.  

However, the money has been put aside in a formal decision.  This money cannot be counted 

as development aid in the OECD statistics.  It therefore shows that you have moved out of the 

development aid zone into a political zone which, in OECD terms, is not considered as 

official development aid.  There are certainly good reasons to do that but, as I said earlier, I 

would very much like to earmark these measures as necessary but as politically motivated 

measures.  Lastly, you can turn the whole thing round, of course, and say that development is 

a condition for the prevention of conflict.  Last year there was an interesting study produced 

by the World Bank, where they studied the economic elements in some 60 conflicts during the 

last 10 to 20 years.  They looked into the economic/social conditions of the countries 

concerned and tried to measure to what degree those conditions had contributed to provoking 
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the conflict.  There is a real correlation to be found there, between the level of development 

and the risk of civil wars and conflict.  So when I see “peace is a precondition for 

development”, I say yes, but development, in the longer-term perspective, is a real measure of 

conflict prevention, and that should not be neglected.  It is about short-term and long-term 

approaches.  If you see our ministers’ work in the Foreign Affairs Council, look at their 

agenda.  All the items relate to crises which already exist – the near-East, Iraq, et cetera.  But 

who has the patience and the long-term view to see what has to be done so that these conflicts 

– to a certain degree, because you cannot avoid all conflicts – can be avoided?  That seems to 

me to be something which distinguishes the shorter-term approach of foreign policy from the 

longer-term approach of development co-operation. 

Q155  Baroness Northover: Picking up on your concern that aid is being used as a sort of 

foreign policy instrument, I wondered whether you felt that this will become even more 

difficult with the new countries coming into the EU, and whether there will be a greater battle 

as a result.  I would like also to move to some linked questions.  I wondered what role the 

Millennium Development Goals played in the Country Strategy Papers.  Are they central to 

those Country Strategy Papers?  And, if not, why not?  Also, in a related way, I wonder how 

responsive and flexible the EU is in terms of its delivery of aid.  Given that, as we have heard, 

a fifth of the aid from the richer countries is from the EU, what kind of response has there 

been as far as AIDS is concerned?  Given that it is having a catastrophic effect in Africa – and 

you can see, down the track, how that is gathering in its pace and effect, and in fact will 

ensure that nobody meets any of those Millennium Development Goals – how responsive has 

the EU been to that catastrophic situation? 

Mr Frisch: As far as the new countries are concerned, we do not know enough, of course, 

about what they will bring into the Community game.  What I fear is that, for the first time, 

we will have an enlargement process where the newcomers will be competitors rather than 
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countries which bring something additional to the development co-operation basket.  We 

should not forget that, at present, these countries are moving from a state of being aid 

recipients – which they are still and which they will continue to be.  Once they are in, they 

will benefit from the structural funds.  In the establishment – the discussion has just started – 

of the Financial Perspectives beyond 2006, they will be fighting as much as possible for funds 

and resources for their own internal needs.  So I do not expect, contrary to all enlargements in 

the past, a very positive move coming from there.  It would surprise me.  It is not a criticism 

of these countries, but their problems are such that they cannot be enthusiastic champions of 

development co-operation.  How could they be?  So there is a problem there.  As to whether 

they will bring in a political agenda which would make us move more to political aspects, I do 

not think so.  It is more the larger member countries, who determine the political, foreign 

policy agenda, which may have the tendency to draw us in that direction.  I do not think that it 

will come from the new countries.  Turning to the Millennium Goals, for everyone who works 

in the development area they are a reference to which everything they propose to do must be 

connected.  In terms of the strategy papers, they try as best as they can to be a contribution to 

that.  One must also say that, knowing the reality in these countries, these Millennium Goals 

are very ambitious.  An organisation like the European Union can only make a modest 

contribution to that with its aid money.  However, it is in the development people’s mind.  

Whether it is in the foreign policy people’s mind to the same degree, I do not know.  It always 

comes back to the same question.  Are we heading for the development goals – because the 

Millennium Goals are development goals – or are we using part of our money more for 

political objectives?  And that is not the same.  If both the foreign policy and the development 

policy had a long-term strategic vision, then they would converge.  We would not have to 

make the same distinction.  However, it is mainly about the short-term and longer-term 
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considerations, the pure politics, and the development aspects.  As to the last point you raised, 

it was ---- 

Q156  Baroness Northover: About AIDS and about how flexible the EU has been in terms 

of responding to that. 

Mr Frisch: In my opinion, the flexibility is quite wide in the European programme.  First, the 

range of things which can be done with the development aid money is very large.  There is 

almost nothing excluded, except the military.  In the development area you can dedicate your 

money to what you think is most important for the country and what the country accepts as 

being the most important for it.  It is of course not for us to impose priorities on them.  So the 

flexibility is there.  The aid is managed, and that is a positive element, in five-year 

programmes; but these programmes are adjustable and adaptable.  You can change a 

programme if the situation changes in that period.  I do not see that there is a flexibility 

problem. 

Chairman: Could we go back to what you said about structure?  I think what you are saying 

is that you would go for a single directorate general, responsible for all aid that is motivated 

by a desire for development.  All aspects of aid – programming, policy and implementation.  

Secondly, you would have a separate directorate general responsible for foreign policy, but 

you would give them a small foreign policy budget.  What would you do about pre-

enlargement aid?  Where would that be?  What would you do about humanitarian aid?  Would 

they be within one or other of those?  If you do have a single directorate general for 

development, how will you protect aid to the poorest countries?  That is the first set of 

questions.  Secondly, you talked about the need for the strategy papers to provide a common 

framework.  Is there not a problem of competing with the World Bank and the IMF on this?  

The World Bank have strategy papers; they are trying to get bilateral donors to be involved 
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and to follow their frameworks.  I think that there is a bit of a problem there.  Perhaps you 

could comment on that too? 

Q157  Lord Powell of Bayswater: Could I add one question which is related directly to 

those?  In the structure which has just been described, what happens about EDF and 

budgetisation?  You and I have been discussing that for 20 years, and I do not think that it is 

ever going to happen.  Is it not perhaps safest to de-budgetise aid to developing countries and 

put it all in an expanded EDF under this new Development Commissioner?  That would get it 

away from the hands of the EU foreign minister. 

Mr Frisch: You have become a revolutionary!  I would like to say a word on budgetisation.  

First of all, however, in terms of the structure my idea would be – you will probably not find 

the same discourse elsewhere in the house – that these would be a joint common service – 

envisaged in the Constitutional Treaty – a diplomatic and common foreign and security policy 

department which would not have to spend half of its time dealing with development aid or 

foreign aid matters but, have a budget at its disposal.  Not a small budget, but a comfortable 

budget for politically necessary foreign aid matters.  Then I would like to see another 

department – we must change the name, because if you call it “development” they will say 

that we are resurrecting the “DG VIII” – that should be for all foreign aid with a 

developmental objective.  You have borderline cases.  You could ask whether the eastern 

countries – those which are not eligible for accession – would be in that department.  Many of 

them are classified as developing countries.  By the OECD definition, the central Asian 

countries are developing countries and so you should have them there.  At present, the 

Accession countries have a special budget line.  You might or might not keep that, but that is 

a transitional problem; it is not a basic structural problem.  I would not put implementation 

back into this development department.  I raised the matter of the cut-off point, but the 

implementation agency should continue to exist.   
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Q158  Chairman: You would change the cut-off?   

Mr Frisch: I would change the cut-off point between the two, but I would not take 

implementation back because it would be far too large a structure.  Within that structure, I do 

not see a risk of the poor countries getting less.  If you have aid in one hand you can, better 

than with a competing system, distribute the money according to developmental criteria.  As 

to the question of the World Bank, our co-operation with the World Bank is very good.  What 

bothers me – and bothered me even in my time – is that our co-operation with the World Bank 

is better than with the member countries of the European Union.  That is something which is 

not normal.  Normally, our first step in co-ordination should be with our member countries.  

The World Bank objectives are not necessarily the same as ours.  The World Bank does not 

raise human rights and democratic matters.  So we in fact have political aspects in our 

development policy, but the aspects we have in the development policy are relevant for 

development.  That is a distinction I also want to make.  These human rights, democratic 

principles, the rule of law, good governance, are political aspects but aspects which are 

relevant to development policy – whereas the support of Palestine is a purely political matter 

in my view.  A last point – budgetisation.  Certainly not, please, Charles, to move all 

development aid out of the budget!  We have this anomaly with the EDF of having one single 

area of financing of all policies outside the budget.  We have a budget of 100 billion euros 

and about two to three billion are outside the budget.  My fight, to which I am really 

committed, is finally to get rid of this special status – which anyway is no longer a privilege.  

Those who were in favour of that special status – the French in particular – have come to 

understand that being outside the budget represents an element of marginalisation of these 

countries.  You think less and less of the African countries.  Therefore they must be brought 

to normality and be treated on an equal footing.  I am therefore very much in favour of 

budgetisation.  It raises a problem in some countries, including yours, because the financing 
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key is more favourable for you outside the budget.  However, can we really defend that, for 

one single element of one policy, there is a special status which is financed according to 

criteria of national interest?  When this comes up, I say – and it does not hurt you – “I suggest 

that, for example, we put the fisheries agreements out of the budget and then it will be 90 per 

cent financed by the Spanish”.  If you start using the argument that a policy is financed 

according to the political interest of each member country, then you are lost forever. 

Q159  Lord Powell of Bayswater: It is a question of defending the developing countries’ 

interests because, if it goes in the budget, then it can be stolen for foreign policy reasons.  If it 

is put out in the EDF, at least it is there, dedicated to development and to developing 

countries. 

Mr Frisch: The whole discussion is about ring-fencing – putting it in the budget, but finding 

sufficient guarantees that this does not happen.  That is the real problem.2 

                                                 
2 Time was lacking for a thorough discussion on budgetisation of the EDF.  I would therefore like to add the 
following arguments: We could live with an EDF outside the budget as long as we obtained a better deal for 
ACP-EU cooperation, mainly in terms of the financial volume, than we would have got within the budget.  That 
was the case until Rome IV (1990).  With the two following replenishments (1995, 2000), the increases in the 
EDF envelope have levelled off.  A separate discussion of the next EDF package alongside – or even worse: 
after – the negotiations of the financial perspectives 2007-2013 would entail for the ACP incalculable risks of 
further decline. 
 
As an ad hoc financing key would have to be negotiated, one can imagine what kind of horse-trading this could 
represent with 25 or more member countries. 
 
With budgetisation, funds would be available without waiting for ratification procedures to be completed in 25 
(or more) member countries.  This would be an enormous advantage compared to the present situation under 
which it took almost 3 years (from June 2000 to April 2003) with 15 Member States to make the money from the 
Cotonou EDF available.  How long would it be with 25?  This argument by itself justifies budgetisation. 
 
Technical arguments in favour of budgetisation can be found in the Commission communication of 8 October 
2003.  There are in particular solutions to the problem raised by Lord Powell of Bayswater, notably the 
inscription of a multiannual financial envelope in a regulation co-decided by the EU Council and Parliament.  
This would be a genuine protection. 
 
To sum up: budgetisation is politically necessary – putting an end to an anachronism with a post-colonial flavour 
which has meanwhile contributed to move the ACP into a kind of organisational and budgetary “apartheid” – 
and it is technically possible whilst safeguarding the core characteristics of the Contonou Partnership Agreement. 
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Chairman: I am sorry that we have to bring this to a close.  It has been a very interesting 

conversation and we could have gone on much longer.  I am sorry that we have to go. Thank 

you very much.   


